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Fifteen members of the Appreciative Inquiry Planning Team met in Boston March 
7 and 8 with Amanda Trosten-Bloom to begin the project.  There are currently 
discussions around a somewhat longer schedule, culminating in a UUA 
Board/UUA Staff integration meeting in October of 2012 rather than April of 2012, 
which makes sense given the magnitude of the project.   
 
1. The name of the project will be “Gathered Here: Claiming the Best of our 
Faith ... An invitation to all Unitarian Universalists to discover our common 
aspirations and unleash our power”, referred to as “Gathered Here” (replacing 
“Congregationally Based Appreciative Inquiry”). 
 
2. We identified the UUA Board, District Presidents Association, UU Ministers 
Association, UUA Staff, and DRUUM as essential stakeholders to making this 
happen.  There are representatives of each group on the Planning Team. An 
early question from the team was whether or not this effort was only focused on 
congregations – I identified the full list of Sources, which was well received and 
opened up the question of whether this was a vision for the Association or for the 
wider faith.  This opening was demonstrated by a very long list of other potential 
stakeholders developed by the team, some that would be considered part of the 
Board’s “Sources of Authority and Accountability” and some not.  Both Peter and 
I affirmed that we still saw the primary target of this effort to be congregations, 
though “current and future generations of Unitarian Universalists”, for example, 
might open us to do interviews with people who were not congregation members, 
but had a clear interest in Unitarian Universalism as an institution – such as 
“birthright” Young Adult UUs.  We agreed we would include some who may not 
currently be members, but share a clear connection to the faith.   
 
3. A rough draft of inquiry questions was created by the team using the 
Appreciative Inquiry process.  The guide will be further refined over the next few 
weeks by Amanda and a team consisting of Jacqui Williams, Matt Meyer, Nate 
Walker, and myself.   
 
4. There will likely be multiple ways of conducting the AI interviews, including 
large congregational events, smaller groups, and telephone interviews.  Nate 
Walker and I are looking at options.    
 



5. Monica Cummings will be working with District Staff to recruit interviewers and 
facilitators.  Sue Sinnamon and Susan Smith are designing interviewer and 
facilitator training. 
 
6. Gary Smith, Andrew Mertz, and Natalie Fenimore will come up with 
recommendations for recruiting participants.   
 
7. Ted Fetter will work with staff on publicity and communication.   
 
Leon Spencer joined the meeting by telephone, and Peter Morales, Harlan 
Limpert, and Dea Brayden also participated.    
 
Please let me know if you have any particular questions or concerns.    
 


